Since 2004 NIPI has been producing dynamic care beds, using the know-how of well-established western companies. NIPI exports its products to almost all West European countries.

In 2007 our production volume reached 700 care beds per month. The company has been granted an ISO 9001: 2008 certificate. We have established designs for one, two, three and four section care beds, equipped with electrically and mechanically operated actuators. We also offer dynamic care beds, equipped with mostly wooden parts of the side railing, which are aesthetically pleasing and especially designed to be used in VIP hospital rooms, hospice sections and at home, for out-of-hospital rehabilitation of partially immobilized patients. We also produce other items of hospital room furnishing, such as wardrobes, bed-side tables, serving trays, raising stands and liquid infusion stands. Our team is constantly working on the development of new products, as well as on improving the quality of our current production range. Our whole production is marked for its design, quality of production and high level of functionality. What is more, all our product range come at very reasonable prices.
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